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PREFACE



THE GOOD COFFEE MAP is an initiative born from 
travelling, a passion for good coffee, and the 
struggle to find it. Every time I visit a new 
city I always look for the best places to enjoy 
a good cup of coffee. Not only do I get to meet 
people and see how every country embraces coffee 
culture, but finding good places always requires 
a fair amount of walking. This has become my way 
of exploring cities - walking from coffee shop 
to coffee shop, experiencing and familiarising 
myself with the city between each good (or bad) 
cup of coffee. In reality, it is not always easy 
to find a good place, and knowing that there are 
many people like me, a solution came to mind. 
THE GOOD COFFEE MAP catalogues and celebrates 
some of the best places in Vilnius to enjoy a 
coffee. This handy little magazine provides lots of 
information about what kind of coffee 
preparation methods are used in each place, 
whether you can grab a bite or a dessert, a coffee 
to go, or even if you can bring a dog with you. 
Embracing the ever-evolving coffee culture and 
striving to serve only the best, these restaurants, 
coffee shops and bakeries represent Lithuania’s 
capital to coffee lovers from all around the world, 
making it easy to have some great coffee and get 
to know Vilnius a bit better at the same time.
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Each place featured in THE GOOD COFFEE MAP offers 

traditional and alternative coffee preparation 

methods and different facilities that should satisfy 

every customer’s needs. Each page provides a short 

description of the establishment, as well as other 

relevant information like address, website, phone 

number and opening hours. Additionally, the map uses a 

handy icon system to highlight what each coffee shop has on 

offer, making it easier to decide which one to visit. 
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1 Backstage Café

Backstage Cafe is located in the 
Naujamiestis district, an area 
surrounded by lofts and studios that is 
also known as a fashion mecca. Not easy 
to find but definitely worth a visit, 
this stylish and cosy space 
invites guests to enjoy a perfectly 
prepared coffee over a chat with 
friends, a business meeting, or to just 
spend the afternoon with a book in hand 
enjoying an aromatic cold drip coffee. 
The barista here will not disappoint 
with creativity, and even the most 
discerning of customers will find 
something new upon every visit. The 
friendly atmosphere makes you feel at 
home and creates a setting perfect for 
forming new friendships.

working hours/

website/address/
T.Ševčenkos st. 16h,
Vilnius

+370 6 62 22 771 I - IV / 09:30 - 19:00
V / 09:30 - 23:00
VI / 11:00 - 23:00

fb.me/
backstage.cafe.vilnius

phone number/
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2 BREW Kavos Virėjai

working hours/

website/address/
Pylimo st. 19, Vilnius

+370 6 71 83 248 I - V / 08:00 - 21:00
VI - VII / 10:00 - 21:00

fb.me/brew.kavosvirejai

phone number/

This local specialty coffee bar was 
established in 2015 and offers 
different kinds of freshly roasted beans 
for espressos and filtered coffees. From 
intense espresso and powerful americanos 
to full-fat lattes and flat whites, from 
full-bodied Aeropress coffees to mild
and flavoured Chemex brews. The menu 
also offers smoothies and fresh 
juices, desserts, daily-made sandwiches 
and specials.  BREW sets up a terrace in 
the warmer months, making it the perfect 
spot to soak in the sun and enjoy a cold 
coffee.
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3 Caffeine Roasters

working hours/

website/address/
Pylimo st. 19, Vilnius

+370 6 55 77 761 I - V / 07:00 - 22:00
VI - VII / 09:00 - 22:00

caffeine.lt

phone number/

Caffeine Roasters have been serving 
exceptional specialty coffees in the 
very heart of Vilnius near the 
MO Museum since 2016. They claim to 
offer everything that a true coffee 
lover wishes for: an espresso and brew 
bar, an artisanal roastery, and staff 
that travels to different coffee 
plantations and countries each year in 
search for the perfect coffee beans. 
They also regularly organise educational 
coffee events. 
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4 Coffee1

working hours/

website/address/
Užupio st. 9, Vilnius

+370 6 10 60 160 I - V / 07:30 - 19:00
VI - VII / 09:00 - 19:00

fb.me/coffee1.lt

phone number/

Coffee1 is an independent family-owned 
coffee shop located in Vilnius’ amazing 
artistic district - Uzupis. The Coffee1 
team is passionate about good coffee and 
regularly offers locally-roasted single 
origin coffees. The place is welcoming 
for local coffee lovers and anyone who 
wants to enjoy a nice cup of coffee and 
a delicious fresh pastry (even vegan) or 
very popular avocado toast while taking 
in the view of the Uzupis Angel. 
A coffee and croissant breakfast is 
available daily. 
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5 Crooked Nose & 
Coffee Stories

working hours/

website/address/
Šaltinių st. 20-17, 
Vilnius

+370 6 70 81 803 II - V / 10:00 - 19:00
VI / 10:00 - 16:00

crooked-nose.com/

phone number/

Crooked Nose & Coffee Stories are true 
coffee enthusiasts and coffee 
product creators. They freshly roast 
micro batches of beans from different 
parts of the world at their coffee house 
and prepare coffee by using various 
tools at their brew bar. They take 
coffee education and culture seriously 
and organise coffee tastings and an 
annual coffee conference called DARK 
TIMES with international guests. Their 
motto: “A day has flavour, or not”.
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6 Elska Coffee

working hours/

website/address/
Pamėnkalnio st. 1, 
Vilnius

+370 6 08 21 028 I - V / 07:00 - 20:00
VI - VII / 10:00 - 20:00

fb.me/elska.coffee

phone number/

Elska Coffee believes in the idea that 
each coffee has a story and always 
offers a rotating selection of balanced 
single origin coffees. Quality is 
consistency and that’s why Elska works 
hard to make every shot of coffee just 
right. The right amount of coffee, the 
right grind, the right water volume and 
temperature, the right extraction... 
Also, the Elska baristas are always 
welcoming, and greet every customer with 
a smile and care. The place is cosy and 
clean, with cool music playing in the 
background and the art gallery connected 
to it makes for a unique vibe. 
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7 Huracán Coffee

working hours/

website/address/
Vokiečių st. 15,
Vilnius

+370 5 250 6092 I - VII / 07:00 - 22:00

huracan.lt/

phone number/

Situated along one of Vilnius Old Town’s 
busiest street, Huracán Coffee charms 
with its industrial interior, unusual 
accents and its many choices for 
coffee brewing. The cafe invites guests 
to taste one of the most advanced 
technologies of coffee making - STEAM-
PUNK. Don’t miss the opportunity to 
taste a special cup, otherwise you will 
have to travel all the way to 
Copenhagen, Prague or Berlin - the 
nearest cities where you can find it. 
Huracán Coffee is one of the very few 
places in Lithuania that buys 
specialty coffee directly from coffee 
farmers. That means social 
responsibility and transparency - no 
third parties are included in their 
purchasing process.
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8 Italala Caffè

working hours/

website/address/
Vokiečių st. 1, 
Vilnius

+370 6 10 34 408

fb.me/ItalalaCaffe

phone number/

The Italala Caffè coffee house embraces 
its love for specialty coffee and 
passion for Italy. Guests can enjoy 
classics like espresso, cappuccino, café 
latte, as well as cosmopolitan coffee 
drinks brewed with Aeropress or V60. 
Specialty coffees come from a small 
roastery in Florence, Italy. The coffee 
route is thoroughly monitored: from the 
farm it was harvested at – straight to 
the coffee cup. They also offer 
freshly baked cornetti with various 
sweet spreads, homemade panini, 
non-alcoholic aperitive with an Italian 
snack plate, and at any time of the day 
– 100% natural gelato.

I - V / 07:00 - 20:00
VI / 08:00 - 21:00
VII / 08:00 - 20:00
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9 Strange Love

working hours/

website/address/
B. Radvilaitės st. 6B, 
Vilnius

+370 6 26 69 218 I - V / 08:00 - 20:00
VI - VII / 10:00 - 20:00

strangelove.lt/

phone number/

StrangeLove Coffee Company uses only 
speciality coffees that are 
sustainably sourced. Aside from roasting 
their coffee and providing full coffee 
service for guests, they also organise 
educational events to share their 
passion with others. StrangeLove is 
located right by the entrance to 
Bernardine Gardens and is not only an 
ideal place to enjoy a cup of delicious 
coffee, but also great for lunch or 
dinner as they offer a full dining menu. 
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10 Taste Map Coffee 
Roasters

working hours/

website/address/
M.K.Čiurlionio st. 8, 
Vilnius

+370 6 29 29 136 

tastemap.lt/

phone number/

Taste Map Coffee Roasters is a family 
business that owns a specialty coffee 
roastery and two coffee shops. Their 
goal is to roast and serve the most 
enjoyable and tasty coffees. In order to 
do this, they change the beans at their 
coffee shops on a weekly basis. Coffee 
education is important to them, which 
is why they organise public and private 
educational cuppings and trainings. The 
idea of their coffee shops is to explore 
the spectrum of coffee flavours. 

I - V / 07:00 - 22:00
VI / 09:00 - 20:00
VII / 10:00 - 19:00



The Vilnius Coffee Festival, 
which has developed from the Cafe 
Cultural Days and Coffee Week 
events, is moving to a brand-new 
place - the art factory LOFTAS! 
A full three days will be 
dedicated to the fast-growing 
coffee culture among cafe and 
restaurant professionals and, of 
course, coffee lovers. 
Traditionally, the festival 
hosts three Lithuanian 
championships: Barista, Latte 
Art and Cup Tasting. The new 
venue will allow the festival 
to expand, giving participants 
a chance to meet local coffee 

roasters gathered under one 
Roasters Village roof and 
discovering the most innovative 
coffee equipment. Moreover, 
coffee-lovers will be able to 
find the best baristas at the 
official Espresso Bar and the 
best local coffee brews at the 
special Brew Bar, and plenty of 
great coffee varieties and 
anything related to coffee at 
the Food Market.

Check for updates: 
www.vilniuscoffeefestival.lt
fb.com/vilniuscoffeefestival





As long as 
there   was 
coffee in the 
world, how 
bad could 
things be?

“

”- Cassandra Clare, City of Ashes
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For enquiries contact Lukas Bytautas

lukas.bytautas@gmail.com
/ +370 6 07 60 193 /
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